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Preserve Our Agricultural Communities 

- A design to farmland vision document to 
improve the sustenance of farmers and their 
communities 

Aim of this solution: Design sustenance for farmers so there is no unregulated change in occupation or 
ensuing need to sell farms or livestock. 

Projected target segments                                                                                                                               
Segment 1: Farmer or grower societies, call centres, contact centres, surveillance centres                
Segment 2: Large and medium scale farmers or growers who are tech-savvy and interested in safe, 
green and sustainable practices                                                                                                                               
Segment 3: Small-scale or poor/uneducated farmers or growers who are not tech-savvy but need their 
farming practices to be sustainable and adept (keeping in mind the global warming and climate change 
problem that is setting in)                                                                                                                                       
Segment 4: Exclusive or selective farmers or growers interested in case to case assessments for 
sustainable development & growth                                                                                                                   
Segment 5: Farmers without (clearly entitled) land holdings 

Projected categories of cultivatable sites  
 
[  ] Farm  

[  ] Plantation  

[  ] Garden  

[  ] Cultivatable plot  
[  ] Available land 
 
Projected types of soil 
[  ] Forest soil 
[  ] Alluvial soil 
[  ] Red or yellow soil 
[  ] Black or Regur soil 
[  ] Laterite soil 
 
Projected cropping patterns  
[  ] Rabi crops 
[  ] Kharif crops 
[  ] Zaid season crops   
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A. Background  

There is recent news about how farmers are impacted due to issues like insufficient funding for their 
sustainable development & growth, inadequate minimum support prices for their produce, or in case of 
those without (clearly entitled) land holding an issue of not being covered by benefit policies.  . 

 

 India is known to respect it’s farmers via different benefits policies, some of them being  

The government of India has taken many institutional and technical steps to improve the productivity of 
agriculturists in India, where the following are known support systems that have helped in the past:  
 
(1) Agricultural reforms such as the Green revolution and White revolution  

(2) Provision for crop insurance against drought, flood, cyclone, etc  

(3) Establishment of Grameen banks, Cooperative societies, and other banks for providing loans to farmers 
or growers  
 
(4) Issuing of Kissan Credit Cards to farmers or growers  
 
(5) Personal Accident Insurance Scheme for farmers or growers  
 
(6) Providing of High Yield Variety seeds and fertilizers to farmers or growers  
 
(7) Soil testing facilities, cold storage and transportation facilities for farmers or growers  
 
(8) Providing of technical assistance and training to farmers or growers  
 
(9) Special weather bulletins and agricultural programmes for farmers or growers on TV and radio  
 
(10) Minimum Support Price, and other remunerative & procurement pricing for farmers or growers to check 
black-marketing and exploitation  
(11) Recommendations to pay a stipend to farmers after a certain evaluation of their land and agricultural 
investments 
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In Karnataka  

 The Government of Karnataka has implemented different steps to address this crisis, where the 2 
important steps being  

1. Raitha Belaku in February 2018  

2. Part Central assistance for farm loan waivers  

This is a part of the solution to the problem. Associated to this, climate change is fast affecting man. The 
concerns are growing. These changes need universal solutions across states and regions where farmers 
grow crops important for people. 

What is the effect that can affect farmers? 

  

Soon climate change will bring with it the need to control the greenhouse effect more specifically & actively.  

And also economic downturns for farmers and their need to own or rear livestock will become critical issues 
in a country known to be a home for agriculturists. 
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Regular farming or even expecting to be financially sound with each cropping season will seem or 
become relevant only in some parts of the country or the world. This will affect India’s vision for 
agricultural communities.  

The need of the hour is to understand that there are two aspects that are going to affect all farmers that is 
disasters (natural like flash floods, cyclones, shortfall of monsoons, drought) and emergencies or 
enveloping problems (like the downturn in crop prices, inadequacy of minimum support price or added 
costs for proposed agriculture).  

This does mean that the analysis done earlier will need to add process management for disasters and 
emergencies. The process management can be termed as co-governance for solutions 

Disaster management   Emergencies or Enveloping problems 

 

Vision for tomorrow 
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The need is to design co-governance to ensure we do not risk our need for agriculture and the agricultural 
communities due to a (technological) environmental management problem or unplanned demand & supply 
problem.  

As in India, agriculture has been a generation to generation occupation, or available education or location 
specific occupation, we cannot be sure that all land holding by farmers will meet required entitlement. To 
either address this problem of land holding or the need to provide solutions for farmers, there will be a need 
to produce in co-governed land holdings or independently with knowledge-enabling tools that help 
sustainable agriculture. 

B. Proposal for co-governed land holdings 

Today due to limitations in how policies apply for demand & supply, implementing of an environmental 
management system for farms or even due to not being considered for all benefits, the proposal reviews 
the potential in knowledge enabling for disaster management and emergencies management. The main 
aspect of responsiveness is either in  

(A) “Co-governance” minimum support pricing (or CGMSP for an A-Z VFA Theme Portfolio) for 
farmers in climate change impacted occupations 

(B) Implementing an environmental management system for all farms that are registered for knowledge 
enabling for disaster management and emergencies management 

  

Co-governance for solutions 
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Why are we unprepared? 

Due to the sensitivity of whether farming can sustain climate change impact or not, the need for Relation 
Examination can add a component called Activation for Farmer Sustenance (Project Centre) to assess 
the patterns of the disasters or emerging problems in different regions or states.  

The Activation for Farmer Sustenance component expects to map the data of the demand for agricultural 
products with possible supply from regions or states of India, to ensure that a “A-Z VFA Theme Portfolio” 
will be available for the farmers to continue in their agricultural practices, occupation or to rely on a policy of 
co-governance.  

What is the meaning of co-governance? 

The meaning of co-governance being “help sustenance of a grid of members, where this could be a grid of 
farmers or agri-product industries. The meaning of sustenance could mean implementation of stages such 
as 

1.  Design Relation Examination of locations, regions or habitat to understand whether climate change will 
affect the occupations or business interests of segments like farmers, agri-product businesses or industries.  

With this Relation Examination it will be possible for governments or authorities to plan objectives & 
disciplined implementations for (a) Operating Climate Engineering (OCE) related transformations and/or (b) 
Relation specific transformations. 
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Introduce Activation for Farmer Sustenance (Project Centre) to address Operating Climate 
Engineering (OCE) related transformations 

 

Design a tabulation of assessments and end-agri-product insert that can help farmers or agri-businesses 
implement sustainable practices, where the tabulation could include elements and focal points such as 

Elements Focal Point  response by farmer 

Agri-materials and Implements used Yes to Green practices  

Farming right from the seed stage, to the growing 
phase, to the maturing, ripening, flowering or 
fruition phase till the harvesting stage  

Yes to Green practices  

Environmental Influence due to fertilizers, 
pesticides, insecticides, chemicals or added 
criteria pollutants used with relevance in farming  

Yes to Green practices  

System to stock fertilizers, manure, chemicals, or 
other hazardous material being used in farming or 

Yes to Green practices 

Transformations or Ripple effect 
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growing 

Practices to prevent chemicals used (if relevant) 
from contaminating the soil, surrounding land, the 
ground water, or as run-offs flowing into a nearby 
water body that thus contaminate the water  

Yes to Green practices 

Seasonality calendar related 
Stocking/Packaging/Storing  

Yes to Green practices  

Sale/Supply/Distribution  Yes to Green practices  

Biodegradable Consumption and branding by 
adding information about the quality and health 
influencers of the produce 

Yes to Green practices  

Risk Mitigation / Emergence or CO2 Impact  Yes to Green practices  

Destroying produce or wastage of produce Yes to Green practices 

Discarding or trashing the produce  Yes to Green practices  

Adherence for Universal Operating Climate 
Engineering 

Yes or Not applicable 

 
What is the insight of risk mitigation? 
 
A Risk Mitigation plan should outline those activities that help the famer or agri-business check or control 
the environment deterioration due to impactful practices, or damage due to greenhouse gas emissions, that 
is 
.  
1. It should involve structural mitigation to assess and ensure the facilities, buildings, installations and 
other farming related construction activity conform to norms 

2. It should also involve non-structural mitigation like                                                                                           
a. Legal framework planning and establishment                                                                                                     
b. Land-use or space-use planning                                                                                                                           
c. Conformant utilization of soil, seeds, cropping patterns, practices adopted to make the produce more fit 
for marketability / consumption                                                                                                                            
d. Conformant utilization of energy (electricity, diesel, fuel, owned alternatives)                                                         
e. Conformant utilization of natural resources (environment around the piece of land, running water or 
underground water or stored water                                                                                                                              
f. Conformant utilization of man-made resources (fertilizers/chemicals, manure, irrigation systems, drainage 
systems)                                                                                                                                                                             
g. Storage and inventory planning                                                                                                                                       
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h. Financial framework and incentives planning                                                                                                     
i. Training and education                                                                                                                                                 
j. Awareness raising/sensitization n 

 

2. Relation specific transformations may need further evaluation of the patterns of society and families in 
the regions of concern to escalate the need for innovative solutions like Virtual Family Advancement to help 
farmers and/or people relate to a solution like “universally decided” minimum pricing for certain produce, 
and regulated consumer levels (via limited sale tags for produce or agri-products) and hence help shift 
supply & consumerism to a new sufficiency and eco-friendliness. 

  

The proposal recommends the use of a new bag insert, product branding or tabulation of assessments to 
ensure we can improve overall endeavor for conceiving agri-products.     

The proposal also recommends the incorporation of “Sustainable Farming Convergence”, meaning that a 
Virtual Family Advancement Theme (VFA Theme) will identify whether certain practices or emerging 
problems of farmers residing in a region or habitat will become risky or endangering.  
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If the theme does identify that practices or problems could become risky, then a VFA System will plan 
“Sustainable Farming Convergence” where this means that farmers in a region will need to control relevant 
agri-produce or supply, in order to reduce “unwanted” transformations occurring at that location, region or 
habitat 

For Sustainable Farming Convergence, AOEC proposes that the VFA system will maintain an A-Z VFA 

Theme Portfolio that helps design or implement convergence for farming of A-Z “produce, raw or processed 

agri-products” that can affect how “man” lives sustainably or in peaceful co-existence with nature.  

AOEC finds that the patterns of supply & consumerism can be assessed for issues that may become risks 

to man’s existence. In its gap analysis for Sustainable Agriculture, AOEC reviews the need for Operating 

Climate seeding to not only conserve resources but also help future producers & consumers converge to 

respond for Global Warming, Climate Change and any lack of a Sphere of Control.  

Sustainable Farming Convergence for the reader is an endeavor to make supply & consumerism continual 

(based on the transformation or ripple effect factor) or an OCE endeavor to make farmers and people 

control their need for certain agri-products due to risks or endangerment to life and environment. 

For more details of Sustainable Farming, please contact the consultant on +91934286766 or email to 

venkataoec@gmail.com  
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E. Toolkit for sustainable development and growth 

AOEC has different toolkit offerings to help sustainable development and growth. It is reaching out to civic 

bodies, organizations and departments to promote these insights. 

You can ask for more details by calling the consultant on +91 9342867666 or by emailing 

venkataoec@gmail.com 

URL for (1): www.venkataoec.wixsite.com/ccmaforagriculture (Climate Change Mitigation and 

Adaptation for agriculture) 

URL for (2): www.venkataoec.wixsite.com/autonomics (enabling a model to sense & respond to a need for 

Climate Change Mitigation) 

URL for (3): www.venkataoec.wixsite.com/consciousacts  (enabling stepwise Climate Change Mitigation) 

F. Preserve Our Agricultural Communities 

URL for (vision): www.venkataoec.wixsite.com/poac 
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